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LOVE SPURNED

Our paths have diverged
Our thoughts have distorted
I am back again from where I started.

Broken are the vows
The promises have gone in vain
While I’m left to gather wisps of this pain.

You fare in momentous light and bliss
While I amble in the dark giving happiness a-miss
Nothing seems to restore this vindictive abyss.

You have forgotten the oaths
You have forgotten to pray
You have forgotten to have faith in love I say.

Forsaking my abode of peace and satisfaction
You have drifted into a world of tricks and deception
With adequate charms to hold your retention.

But remember me as love spurned someday
When ills encroach your faultless way
With no one to shelter you and say
Yes, I can indemnify your loss and decay.

Deception’s a doubled-edged weapon 
Impairing the subject beyond repair
Treasure and revere your loved one
For exceptional are those who adore you and care.
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APPEARANCES 

No, I want no Prince Charming
Vain, conceited and timorously overpowering.

One who feels for no one but ‘self’
Is better left to discern himself.

But one who is able, compassionate and pure
Should be doted on forever more.

Though imperfections are abound 
And perfection a distant dream
Yet a man with a noble heart is a prize worth reckoning.

Remember what Miss Austen taught us to adhere
That never judges a book by its ornate veneer
Wickhams and Willoughbys are forgotten and cliché
While a Colonel Brandon and Darcy are sui generis and here to stay.
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BORN FREE

If God asked me what I wanted to be
I would certainly want to be born free.

Away from endless pursuit and agitation
I would want to be the unhindered wind and water in motion.

Away from fears and indecision
I would want to be the obstinately resolved mountain.

Away from all sins and salvation
I would want to be the tree fostering life and creation.

Away from all consciousness and repay
I would want to be like the meditating rocks at bay.

Away from impure thoughts and miasma
I would want to be the tuberose imparting overwhelming fragrance and 
charisma.

And away from stalemate and homogeneity
I would want to be like the rainbow evanescing into poignancy.
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